


King Solomon presided over a golden age of 

peace and prosperity in ancient Israel. During 

this time Solomon instituted an unprecedented 

building program. As one of Solomon’s chief 

governors, you must procure materials and 

oversee construction of buildings and roads 

across the land for the glory of Solomon. You 

will also help to construct the Temple, one of 

the wonders of the ancient world.
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Your game should contain: 

 1 board 1 rule booklet

 10 yellow Gold cubes 12 orange Copper cubes

 14 gray Stone cubes  16 brown Timber cubes 

 18 green Food cubes 20 Building Cards

 32 Fortune Cards 12 brown Roads

 16 Temple Blocks 10 Temple Tokens

4 sets of playing pieces (each containing  
6 Pawns, 5 Buildings, 1 Turn Order  

Token and 1 Scoring Token)

Players carefully deploy each of their five or six Pawns  
across Solomon’s Kingdom to collect various resources and benefits.  

They may also choose to claim one of the three Bonus Spaces,  
each granting additional benefits. Players then earn victory points  

by constructing buildings for King Solomon, by helping to build  
the Temple, or by selling resources in the Market. At the end of  

the game, the player with the most victory points wins.

Play proceeds in four phases: 

1) Placement Phase 2) Resolution Phase  
3) Market Phase 4) Building Phase

Each phase is carried out by all players according to turn order, with the exception  
of the Market Phase, which is conducted in reverse turn order. These phases are  

repeated until the final round (see Ending the Game).



RESouRCE SpaCES  
are represented on the board as territories in 

Solomon’s Kingdom. These areas produce the 
indicated resource(s) when claimed with a Pawn.

RESouRCE REGIoN  
are any number of resource spaces connected  

by roads. This then acts as a sort of super 
resource space where one pawn claims all 

resources in the connected spaces.

BoNuS SpaCES  
are one of the three special spaces; Tribute, Ark 
and Altar. These require you to place all of your 

remaining Pawns to claim them.

aCTIoN SpaCES  
are any rectangular spaces either on the board 

or on building cards allowing you to perform  
an action.  Appearing on the board:  

Prophet, Minister, Thief, Trader, and Artisan.  

ancient israel has manY different spaces in which plaYers can deploY their 
pawns to gain influence and resources. theY are detailed in this section. 

Lay out the board with the two decks of cards and the resource cubes  
off to the side. Give each player a set of playing pieces. 

For a four-player game, use only 5 Pawns each,  
all the resource cubes and all Bonus Spaces. 

For a three-player game, use all 6 Pawns, remove two cubes of  
each resource type and do not use the Tribute Space. 

For a two-player game, use all 6 Pawns, remove four cubes of  
each resource type and do not use the Tribute Space or the Ark Space.  

Place the Turn Order Tokens randomly on the turn order area  
(numbered 1-4). Shuffle the Building Cards and place 4 on the board  

(only these can be built). Place the Scoring Tokens on the “10” of the scoring track.



First, players deploy their Pawns. The player whose Turn Order Token is on the 
“1” in the Turn Order Area goes first. Player 1 places a Pawn on any unoccupied 

Resource Space, Resource Region or Action Space. Note that the 4 Building Card 
Spaces may not be used at this time. 

Each player follows suit, placing their pawns according to turn order. Once all  
players have gone, the first player may place a second pawn. This continues  

until every player is finished. 

placement Restrictions
Players may not place a Pawn in a space containing another player’s Building. They 

may also not place a Pawn in a space already containing a pawn, including their own. 

Claiming Bonus Spaces
A player may claim one of the three Bonus Spaces by placing all of his remaining 

Pawns on the space; no more Pawns may be placed by a player who claims  
a Bonus Space. The bonus spaces are:

Tribute allows a player to take  
one cube of each of the five Resources. 

The ark gives a player three Fortune Cards. 

The altar gives a player Victory Points equal to 3 x 
their current order number (Player 1 = 3VP, Player 
2 = 6VP, Player 3 = 9VP and Player 4 = 12VP) and 
moves that player’s Turn Order token to the Player 
1 position (this does not occur until that player’s 
Pawns are resolved). 

After all Pawns have been placed, Player 1 
receives the indicated resource cubes for each 
Resource Space and/or Region he occupies. 

If one or more resources are unavailable (i.e., 
the supply is empty), players simply do not  
collect them. The player also resolves any  
Bonus Space and any occupied Action Spaces. 
Actions, Bonuses and Resources may be 
resolved in any order. Player 2 then resolves 
all her occupied spaces, followed by the other 
players in turn order. 

Return used Pawns to their owner as each is 
resolved. There is no limit on the number of 
cubes a player may keep.

6 Vp



Once all spaces have been resolved, the Market Phase begins. The Market only has room 
for 4 resources of each type and begins with no resources. This phase occurs in reverse 
turn order. Beginning with the player who is last in turn order, players may now choose 

to buy or sell one resource at the Market at the indicated price.

Fortune Cards are to be kept secret until played and can 
be played at any time. Cards with resources can be played 
directly—players may use them as a secret stash, regardless 
of whether those resources are currently available from the 
supply or not. 

Resources on cards cannot be stolen by the Thief or counted 
for purposes of the Tax Collector. A player may keep any 
number of cards during a round; however, a player may hold 
no more than 3 Fortune Cards at the end of the round. If the 
deck runs out, shuffle the discard pile and make a new deck.

Changing Turn order  
during Resolution
Turn order might change during this 
phase. This change occurs immediately 
and is in full effect for the remainder of 
the round and into the next. 

Resource Regions & Roads
A Resource Region is one or more 
Resource Spaces connected by Roads. A 
Road costs 2 Timber and 1 Food. It may 
connect two Buildings, or a Building and 
a Resource Space containing no Building 
Site. More than one player can connect to 
a Resource Space with no Building Site. 
Pawns placed in a space contained by a 
Region collect all the indicated resources 
for all Resource Spaces contained by that 
Region. 

 

Restrictions on Roads
Roads can never connect spaces containing opposing Buildings or unused Building 
Sites. Roads may never be used by opponents. Players may build as many Roads as 
they desire and can purchase, but once the supply of Roads is gone, no more Roads 
may be built.

For example, if Bashan (1 Stone) is connected by a 
Road to Tob (1 Timber), a Pawn in Bashan would give 
that player 1 Stone and 1 Timber. Another pawn in Tob 
would yield another 1 Stone and 1 Timber.



During the game, players may contribute resources 
to the Temple. The three parts of the Temple must 
be built in order: Foundation, Structure, and finally 
the Columns. Players may build as many Temple 
Blocks as they desire and can purchase. 

To build a Temple Block, a player must pay the 
indicated resources and place a Temple Block, taking 
either a Temple Token or the indicated Victory Points. 
Any cube may be used to fulfill the  cube requirement.

During this phase, players may each construct one Building Card on the board, 
beginning with Player 1, followed by the other players in turn order.  

To construct a building, a player must pay the Resource cubes shown on one of  
 the four Building Cards. This card is then placed in front of the player as a personal 

Action Space for later rounds of play. 

The player then places a Building on any open Building Site on the board, receiving the 
specified Victory Points. This space is off limits to opponents. Buildings with  

a  symbol do not allow a player to place a new Building, but the card itself is still kept 
as normal. Unconstructed Building Cards remain until the next round.

The Master Trader gives any 
two resource cubes (neither  
can be Gold) in exchange for 
any other resource. 

The Master artisan (and 
Artisan) only works if a player 
has another Pawn in a Resource 
Space (not a whole Region— 
only the space with the Pawn). 
It does not apply to Action 
Spaces on Building Cards.

The Trader (on the board) has 
no such restriction on Gold. 

Some BuildinG CARdS RequiRe AddiTionAl exPlAnATion.

To sell a resource, place it on the desired Market Space and add the corresponding 
Victory Points (shown directly under each space) to your total. To buy a  
resource, remove it from the Market and pay the corresponding price in  

Victory Points by sliding your Scoring Token backward on the scoring track.  
The second-to-last player may buy or sell next, followed by the other players  

in reverse turn order. The player who began this phase then has another opportunity 
to buy or sell. 

This continues with each player buying or selling one resource until all players 
have passed. Once a player passes, she cannot buy or sell any more resources at 

the Market that round.

temple 
Token
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The player with the most Temple Tokens gains access to the High Priest, allowing 
her to place a Pawn (once per round) in a space containing an opposing building and 
make full use of an opponent’s Region. This still does not allow two Pawns to share 

the same space. 

The player with control of the High Priest should place a building on the High 
Priest space as a marker (replace this with a pawn if you build your fifth building). 
Another player may steal the High Priest by gaining one more Temple Token than 

the player who currently has the most. A tie with the current owner does not 
change control of the High Priest.

Ending the Round
Once every player has had a chance to build, a new round begins.  

Refill the empty Building Card slots on the board. 

Repeat the phases until the end of the game. 

The game ends at the conclusion of the Building Phase in which all eleven Building 
Sites have become occupied with Buildings, or any player has constructed five 

buildings, or the Temple has been completed.

During the final round, players may build an available Building Card even if all 
Building Sites have been claimed but do not place a building piece on the board 
in this case. 20 VP goes to the player who controls the High Priest. Resolve any 

Fortune Cards with Victory Points on them and add an additional Victory Point  
for each remaining resource cube you have. The player with the highest score  

wins the game. If there is a tie, the player who placed the most buildings wins.


